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Executive Summary: 

It is normal for a governmental organization to look short term at the immediate needs of 

the current fiscal year however a long term strategic plan is needed to ensure the actions 

we take in the short term (next 12 months) are the best actions for the organization and 

County in the long term.  The purpose of this plan is to quantify all the capital needs of 

this organization and create potential solutions to manage these very costly needs.   

 

This is version 2019 (second year) and is being presented for the development of the 

FY20 spending plan.  This plan should be updated annually to add a year to the five year 

planning cycle, update the accomplishments from the current year so we can measure 

progress, and revise the priorities.   

 

This is an update (V2) to the first ever plan presented 1 year ago.  Since that time we 

have had measurable success in reducing our long range capital needs (see SO vehicles 

for example).  We have also identified large neglected capital needs that will require 

significant funding in the future but through advanced planning we will eliminate or 

reduce the need for a tax increase (see the Fire L/P for example).  This plan also shows 

that underfunding capital needs in one year only compounds the funding needs in the 

following year(s) and therefore should not be postponed or we will continue to create an 

increased capital debt that will be harder to fund in the future (see unfunded capital needs 

in EMS in FY19 that are carrying forward and adding to the needs for FY20 for 

example). 

 

This plan is broken into two parts with three time periods per part.  Time period #1 is 

short term (within next 12 months, FY20), #2 is medium term (1-5 years, FY21-26), and 

#3 long term (greater than 5 years). The parts are non-fixed assets (primarily vehicles and 

equipment) and fixed assets (mostly buildings).   

 

The non-fixed asset needs are $9,078,193 over the five year planning period.  However 

there is an additional $2,000,000 in non fixed asset needs in 2025 that are already 

identified in Fire and EMS.  Total capital identified in this version 2.0 plan is 

approximately $60,000,000.  These large numbers can appear daunting to the point we 

back away but if the reader looks at the details of this long range plan you can see 

accomplishing these goals is achievable.   

 

Some of the capital identified will not be built ever, some not built for a decade or more 

away, and some achieved in the short term.  It is by planning ahead with no limitations 

that we can identify all needs plus potential needs, plus those items that are optional.  By 

planning ahead we can also achieve these monumental tasks by breaking these into 

achievable phases. 

 

It is important to note that this is not growing government spending, this is simply 

managing the peoples government like a business to ensure what we do today is in the 

County’s taxpayers best long term interests.     

 



The biggest hurdle with addressing capital needs will be financing these needs.  However 

if we chose not to pay for these needs now the needs do not go away, we simply push 

those needs on to future generations to deal with.  We will not be able to fund all of our 

capital needs now but with a long term plan we can ensure we have prioritization that 

looks beyond the next 12 months so the decisions we make in the short term are optimal 

for the long term goals.  The lack of funding the priorities identified in V1 (see EMS for 

example) compounds the needs for V2 because the priorities not funded last year are now 

added to the items needed this year. 

 

Long term planning is also beneficial to smooth out the funding for regular capital 

replacement needs.   Purchasing large amounts of capital needs at once drives up the 

expense today requiring an increase in funding now (tax increase) and the requires us to 

repeat the cycle in the future when the next wave of replacement capital is required to 

replace the current wave.   

 

The ideal plan is to smooth out the capital purchases so we are consistently and regularly 

replacing capital equipment.  The deficiency in identifying and/or replacing equipment 

and vehicles in the past has resulted in a large flood of capital that needs to be funded 

now or in the near future.  It is recommended we extend the current needs out a few years 

to get out of this backlog plus to prevent future flood of capital as the current wave of 

needs are replaced in the future.  

 

 

Funding Options: 

The biggest hurdle is the how, what and when, to pay for capital needs identified.  A 

summary list is included below with potential funding sources to consider.  A more 

detailed explanation is included later in this report. 

 

1. Existing Capital Millage (6.1 mills of taxes for capital), generates $1,000,000 

annually.   

2. Lease/purchases: allows more capital to be purchase in the short term but must 

have a funding source to repay the debt.  

3. Existing Bond millage currently in place.   

4. New Bond Millage (GO and revenue bonds). 

5. Capital Sales taxes (requires tax payer approved referendum).   

6. Fund Balances currently in place. 

7. Increase annual millage for capital.   

8. Existing Operational millage (restricted by Act388). 

9. FILOT Special Projects Fund (enacted in FY18).   

10. Hospitality Tax (unincorporated areas of County). 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SHORT/MEDIUM NON-FIXED ASSETS NEEDS: 
 

Roads: 

This section is for equipment and vehicles stock that needs to be replaced or purchased.  

A five year rolling plan (plan will add a year each year) has been developed.   New 

additions may be added in year 6 (FY24) and funded purchases removed from current 

year.  Not purchasing these equipment/vehicles in any FY will push this need on to the 

next fiscal year with a net result of increasing the net cost down the road.   See attached 5 

year non-fixed asset road plan in the appendix. 

 

Current Year FY19: $198,000 requested (strikethrough was funded) 

Tractor: $55,000 

Track Hoe: $95,000 

Bobcat: $28,000 

Grinding Head: $20,000 

   

Year 1 (FY20): $280,000 

Tractor/slope Mower: $100,000  

Durapatcher: $100,000 

5 Yard Dump Truck: $80,000 

  

Year 2 (FY21): $150,000 

Year 3 (FY22): $165,000 

Year 4 (FY23): $140,000 

Year 5 (FY24): $260,000 

 

Recommended funding source: Annual capital millage (combined with lease purchase 

options). 

 

 

Sheriff Office Vehicles: 

Our prior cycle for replacing SO vehicles has been to purchase 15 every 3 years with the 

last full purchase in FY17.  If we continue this cycle we need to purchase 15 new SO 

vehicles in FY20 (this planning year).  The purchase of 15 vehicles was not based on 

advanced planning therefore we did not know if this 15 car/3 year cycle was improving 

or worsening our SO vehicle inventory.   We now have a five year rolling replacement 

schedule for SO vehicles to determine what our investment needs to be in order to be sure 

our SO fleet is not getting worse in condition by the 15 vehicle/3 year cycle. 

 

The most important vehicles are the road patrol.  These vehicles must be able to be in 

good condition so that we can do proper police protection especially pursuits and call 

responses.  We do not want our road patrol breaking down on the way to an emergency 

call.  Our road patrol fleet appears to be in good condition with no vehicle in excess of 

200,000 miles now.     

 



With the purchase of used vehicles rather than waiting until we get to the new 3 year/15 

car cycle we have improved the Road Patrol (RP) fleet.  The chart below titled “Road 

Patrol Vehicles Over 200,000 miles” shows the progress we have made through our long 

range strategic planning in only one year.   We have successfully reduced the number of 

road patrol vehicles that are projected to be over 200,000 miles during this planning 

period from 23 to 17 (26% reduction).    

 
 

 

Over the next five years it is projected that 25 RP vehicles will exceed 200,000 miles 

however the purchase of 15 vehicles in FY17 creates glut of high mileage road patrol 

vehicles that will need to be replaced in FY23 an FY24.  Therefore our long range capital 

plan annually replaces RP vehicles per year for the next 5 years.  The ideal situation is to 

equalize the vehicle purchases so we do not have a flood of vehicles that need 

replacement in one particular year.  Through advance planning over time we can stabilize 

the vehicle replacement schedule to maintain a steady schedule rather than a glut. 

 

With the purchase of used vehicles we have also successfully reduced the total SO fleet 

vehicles (8) currently that have over 200,000 miles on them.  See the chart titled “Other 

SO Vehicles Over 200,000 miles”.  This Chart shows how we have successfully reduced 

the overall fleet demand by advance planning and by regularly purchasing quality used 

vehicles.   Our long range plan (V1.0) indicated we would have 62 vehicles over 200,000 

miles in during the five year planning period.  We are now projecting that we have 

reduced that to 29 (53% reduction).  We are recommending that we continue to purchase 

quality used vehicles every year.  This long range plan is estimated to reduce our 5 year 

need from $2,500,000 to $1,160,000.   

 

 

 



 

 

Year 1 (FY20): $250,000 

Year 2 (FY21): $250,000 

Year 3 (FY22): $250,000 

Year 4 (FY23): $250,000 

Year 5 (FY24): $250,000 

 

Recommended funding source: Annual capital millage (potential lease purchase options 

also).   

 

 

EMS (strikethrough already funded): 

Similar to other departmental capital needs, a long term strategic plan for EMS highlights 

the need to catch up on our capital needs.  Of particular concern are our cardiac monitors.  

Approximately $214,000 was needed immediately in FY18 to replace 7 cardiac monitors.  

These were purchased in FY18 using savings in the EMS FY18 budget.  The remaining 7 

cardiac monitors are budgeted to be replaced in FY20. 

 

FY19 $568,024: 1 QRV, 2 Ambulances, 3 stretchers, and 3 chairs.   

 

Over the next 10 years this long range capital plan has identified $6,245,317 in non-fixed 

capital needs (between now and 2029) for ambulances, cardiac monitors, etc. That is 

36.31 mills of taxes over the next ten tax years or an average 3.63 mills per year.  This 

will continue after this planning period.   



 

The fact that we have $6,245,317 in rolling capital needs is a result of not identify and/or 

purchasing these needs in prior years and highlights the importance of long range 

planning.  This also highlights the need to not postpone needed capital replacement as 

this puts a higher burden on the future and creates a worsening cost scenario that is harder 

to correct in the future. Long term planning is beneficial to smooth out the funding for 

regular capital replacement needs.   Purchasing large amounts of capital needs at once 

drives up the expense today requiring an increase in funding now (tax increase) and the 

requires us to repeat the cycle in the future when the next wave of replacement capital is 

required to replace the current wave.   

 

The ideal plan is to smooth out the capital purchases so we are consistently and regularly 

replacing capital equipment.  The failure to identify and/or replace EMS equipment and 

vehicles has resulted in the large wave of capital replacement needs that need to be 

funded now.  See the EMS non-fixed assets plan in the appendix.  This is the current 

replacement plan: 

 

Now that EMS is an SRF capital should be funded from the SRF not the general capital 

millage.  With a steady 3.63 mills would equate to approximately $625,000 per year.  

Any excess from one year would be placed in a capital reserve to be utilized in 

subsequent years so that the tax for capital could remain stable over the 10 year period. 

   

Year 1 (FY20): $880,947 

 3 Stretchers from FY19 (unfunded): $58,058 (cost increases & carries forward) 

 4 Stretchers : $77,411 

 3 Chairs from FY19 (not funded): $8,700  (cost increases & carries forward) 

 2 Chairs: $5,800 

 EMS S-3 $38,225 

 Ambulances (2)- $494,688 

 Cardiac Monitors (6)- $198,064 

Year 2 (FY21): $259,711 

Year 3 (FY22): $272,696 

Year 4 (FY23): $286,311 

Year 5 (FY24): $584,202 

Note Year 6: $1,278,253 

Note Year 7: $591,690 

Note Year 8: $585,019 

 

 

Recommended funding source: Annual capital millage specifically for EMS, set stable 

millage and fund all over the next decade (potential lease purchase options also).   

 

 

 

 

 



FIRE:  

 

Short and Medium Term (funded from existing Fire SPTD funds or FB): 

Year 1 (FY20): $295,000  

 FC2 – Deputy Director Vehicle – $45,000, Current 106,050 miles – Still in 

good condition and is needed for a spare vehicle in fleet.  

 Joanna Ladder Truck $250,000 to replace an aging 1983 model ladder truck at 

Joanna FD.  This ladder truck is currently out of service due to failing aerial 

testing (may be replaced in FY19) 

 Rescue Truck $140,000 

Year 2 (FY21): $220,000 

 $80,000-Maintenance Truck – Current 212, 230 miles- Diesel engine, but still 

in good mechanical shape. 

 Rescue Truck $140,000 

Year 3 (FY22): $47,000 Fire Marshal Vehicle – Current 124,140 – Is not used often for 

emergency response, and is not a take home vehicle or on call. 

Year 4 (FY23): $50,000– Division Chief Vehicle - $50,000 

Year 5 (FY24): $50,000– Division Chief Vehicle - $50,000 

 

 

Funding Source: 

The short, medium, and long term funding for Fire Capital will come from the Fire SPTD 

funds.  There are now two Fire SPTD funds.   Fund 123 is for the annual O&M costs.  

Fund 134 is for the capital although currently some capital is funded by fund 123.  The 

goal is to move all capital to fund 134 and have a true O&M fund in fund 123. 

 

Fund 123 currently has a very healthy UD FB.  This fund carries a portion of the long 

term 10 year L/P for capital.  The long term model (5 year) is projecting that this fund 

will be drawn down to a minimum 25% UD FB reserve in FY22.  This model includes 

moving all the L/P payments to fund 134.  Fund 134 is not restricted by act 388 and can 

be increased in the future to cover capital costs if needed. 

 

Long Term Goals: 

A $3,200,000 long term (10 year) lease/purchase (L/P) was put in action in 2010 for the 

multimillion dollar fire equipment. This long term plan overlapped into our short/medium 

term plan so we recommended setting aside funding in the first cap plan (FY19) for 

advanced purchase of used equipment as part of the long range plan for fire equipment.  

The final payment on this L/P is FY20.  It is VERY important that we carefully plan now 

for the redo of this decade long debt.  

 

Currently the upcoming lease purchase for new fire apparatus is estimated to be $4.7 

million which would require an approximate 1 mill tax increase on the Fire SPTD 

millage.  The Fire SPTD (fund 123 (O&M) and fund 134 (capital) have both been utilized 

to pay for the L/P.    

 



Commingling of capital and O&M is not a sound way to financially manage our funds.  

Fund 123 should eventually be migrated to all O&M and fund 134 should be for capital 

only however with the current structure this transition will need to take place over time.  

As the need to increase O&M millage occurs over time, capital spending should be 

migrated to fund 134 where the millage can increase via Act 388 thereby reducing the 

need for fund 123 to carry capital funding and freeing up revenues in fund 123 to carry 

more O&M costs.   

 

Fund 123 is the primary fund for the operations and maintenance for Fire and is currently 

set at 18.1 mills (this fund is limited by Act 388).  This fund has excess FB that can be 

utilized to reduce the need for an increased millage for the L/P (see fund balance report).  

Fund 134 “fire reserve” is set at 1.9 mills for capital. The millage for this fund is not 

restricted by Act 388 and is projected to have excess surplus FB also.  The long range 

financial plan takes into consideration the use of the excess FB from both funds to pay for 

one time capital costs.      

 

The FY19 long range capital plan (V1) was to purchase pre-owned equipment now so we 

have the ability to shop around now ahead of the next L/P in FY21.  With the economy in 

high gear many more prosperous communities have excess money to purchase new 

equipment.  They will be selling great pre owned equipment.  We are taking advantage of 

this ideal opportunity now.  We intend to fund this draw down of the long term plan using 

existing reserves we have built up in the SPTD funds. 

 

The goal is to get our long term plan in place for a new L/P in 2020 tax year (FY21) 

when the current one is paid off so that we can minimize an increase in the millage.  We 

also intend to purchase preowned equipment where suitable in the next 10 year cycle.  

Further we plan to capitalize on growth in revenues to cover increases.   

 

The current millage applied to the 10 year L/P ending in 2020 is about 3 mills total.  

Keeping that millage the same for the next 10 year L/P is expected to be able to fund 

$3,500,000 over the next 10 year L/P.  ISO has approved allowing us to use 

pumper/tankers verses the need to purchase pumpers and tankers.  That will reduce the 

need from purchasing 10 pumpers and 6 tankers ($5,600,000) to 13 pumper/tankers 

($4,500,000).  Therefor an additional 1 mill of taxes is expected to be needed in the 2020 

tax year.  

 

As an alternative we propose keeping the millage the same for now (2020) by purchasing 

10 pumper/tankers in 2020.  This is projected to be able to be paid with the existing 3 

mills already in place (no tax increase).   

 

If we receive better than expected costs per pumper/tanker, then we can purchase more 

than the estimated 10 to be purchased in FY21, reducing the need for the remaining 3 

pumper/tankers.  Alternatively if revenues are better than expected in 2020-2030 time 

frame, the remaining tanker/pumpers needed can be purchased with excess cash.  It is 

anticipated that all the tanker/pumpers need to be in service by 2025.    

 



The fund 123 O&M may have to be re-evaluated during the upcoming budget session. 

We have several volunteer fire stations that are not getting enough volunteer fire fighter 

participation which may require the County to add more staff to ensure those areas have 

fire protection.  Should this occur we will need to model the effects on the 123 fund, 

millage, and the 123 FB.  This may require an increase in the 134 capital millage quicker 

than the current model (FY21).  See FB models below. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

A long term plan to abandon the current S Harper Street facility has been in the planning 

stages for some time but has not been finalized yet.  The reasoning for abandoning this 

facility is the need for a new EMS HQ and a new 911 center.  When a new facility for 

EMS and 911 is built there will be too much excess space in the S Harper Street facility 

for the needs of Fire. Therefore Fire will need to plan for a new HQ facility either as part 



of a centralized emergency services center or as a separate facility.  The need for a new 

Fire HQ is about 1,500 sf of office space at an estimated cost of about $250,000. 

 

Fire communications (radios) is also a long term need that has to be quantified.  The cost 

for this need could exceed $1,000,000.  This may be a component of the overall 

communication plan for emergency services.   

 

 

Solid Waste: 

Our Solid Waste operation had been commingled into our General Fund since the 

inception of this fund in the 1990’s.  This fund was self-supporting, labeled an “enterprise 

fund” (enterprise funds are funds that operate like a business where revenues for services 

cover expenses), and had actually generated a surplus during this time period.  As of the 

end of FY16 (last audit) this fund had a fund balance of $1,122,215.   

 

In FY18 County Council created a true enterprise fund to segregate out the Solid Waste 

Fund from the General Fund.  When this action was taken only $250,000 of the fund 

balance was transferred from the GF to the 210 fund.  For FY18 a portion of this fund 

balance was budgeted to be utilized to take care of capital needs.   

 

In FY19 the cost for this service was shown to not be paying for itself through the 

revenues plus the household solid waste fee.  An estimated 20% increase in the fee (from 

$60 to 72) was recommended but Council only chose to increase the fee to $65 (first fee 

increase in 12 years).  As a result of this the FB for the 210 fund is expected to be 

negative for FY19. 

 

In late 2018 the private hauling firm that owned and managed the transfer station notified 

the County of their intent to close the transfer station effective 1/1/19.  Currently the 

County is producing a short and long term plan to replace this system.  The short term 

plan is to take over the transfer station although as of this date the negotiations for this 

are ongoing. Long term the County may choose to build our own transfer station.   

 

Because the financing and long term plans for fund 210 are unknown at this point the 

long term plan will have to be updated in the future once we finalize the short term plans 

and develop the longer term plans.  

 

An update to the rest of the capital plans for the short and medium term from the CIP 

V1.0 is included below.  Funding will come from the 210 SW fund which may have to 

borrow from the GF. 

 

Short and Medium Term Goals: 

Year 0 (FY19): $TBD 

Year 1 (FY20): $ TBD 

Year 2 (FY21): $ TBD 

Year 3 (FY22): $ TBD 

Year 4 (FY23): $ TBD 



Year 5 (FY24): $TBD 

 

 

PRTM: 

Quality of life is an important aspect of a vibrant community.  Assets such as parks and 

recreation can greatly enhance the quality of life in a community and have a positive 

impact on the local economy.   Our PRTM department saves the County a lot of money 

by doing many parks and recreation capital projects in house.  To do this the PRTM 

department needs the right tools.  This listing of non fixed assets is to provide the tools 

needed for the PRTM department to build and maintain these important assets. See the 

PRTM 5 year non-fixed asset plan in the appendix. 

 

Short and Medium Term Goals: 

Year 1 (FY20): $25,300  

Year 2 (FY21): $40,000 

Year 3 (FY22): $42,000 

Year 4 (FY23): $33,000 

 

Recommended funding source: Annual Capital Millage  

 

 

E911: 

Capital in the 911 office is fixed capital but may have a shorter life than typical fixed 

assets so it is included here in the non-fixed asset plan component.  In FY16, 17 and 18 

we have invested heavily in upgrading equipment in 911 investing almost $1,900,000 in 

replacing dated fixed assets. 

 

Several of the recent investments in E911 were eligible for reimbursement from the State 

E911 fees charged to users.  We successfully secured this 80% funding matches for many 

of recent investments from the E911.  It is estimated we will use $1,090,000 in grant 

funds and $770,000 in local funds for our total 3 year investments of $1,860,000.   

Currently there is a L/P for the bulk of this with annual payments of $97,600 in the GF 

(524) through FY22. 

 

Two of the new investments have been included in the long range CIP to be replaced in 5 

years. In addition a very costly 800MHz radio system project needs to be addressed.   

 

 

E911 Short and Medium Term Goals: 

Year 1 (FY20):  

 $51,000 (repairs to S Harper Street) 

 $38,000 Vehicle 

Year 2 (FY21):  

 $90,000 (voice recorder system) 

 $35,000 (S Harper Street Camera and Card Access)  

 $38,000 Vehicle 



Year 3 (FY22):  

 $600,000 Telco Upgrade/Replacement 

Year 4 (FY23):  

 $38,000 Vehicle 

 $600,000 CAD Upgrade/Replacement 

 

Radios: 

FY20:  

 Option #1: $150,000 

 Option #2: $1,900,000 L/P ($300-400,000 5-7 year) 

 

New 911 center: 2,500,000 

 

 

 

SHORT/MEDIUM TERM FIXED ASSET NEEDS: 
 

See the fixed assets plans in the appendix for more information. 

 

EMS: 

Priority #1. New Headquarters Complex for EMS administration and Medic #1  

(Total Estimated Cost - $UK).  This project has been identified as a top priority of 

Council however with the current cost estimates this project is currently on hold while we 

evaluate our options.  This project will be funded through a future GO bond. 

 

Priority #2. New Medic #2 Complex and relocate Squad #2 to same location 

(Total Estimated Cost - $600,000) 

 Building - $450,000 

 Land Acquisition - $0 

 Site Prep/Grading - $100,000  

 Furnishings/Misc - $50,000 

 

Priority #3. Relocate Medic #3 to Gray Court Fire Department (Est. Cost - $150,000) 

 

Priority #4. Renovate Medic #4 in Cross Hill  (Total Estimated Cost - $67,000) 

 

 

BUILDINGS: 

HVAC Systems: 

Many of our existing HVAC systems are beyond their design life.  That alone does not 

necessarily require us to replace HVAC systems but we must plan ahead for these very 

costly systems replacement.   

 

1. Hillcrest HVAC: 27 Units approximately 20 years old (15 year design life). 

Currently pricing phase 2.  Phase 1 cost $1,300,000.  (see Hillcrest roof project 

for funding sources). 



2. Sheriff Office HVAC: 50 year old system.  Cost $500,000?  Should consider long 

term plans to replace the SO (LEC) before we invest in replacing this system. 

3. Library HVAC: 29 year old system (15 year design life).  Cost $345,289 (Trane 

Energy Study 2017). 

4. Historic Courthouse Cost 50 year old system.  $500,000? Should be a component 

of the overall building plan (see related plan).  

5. Clemson Extension: $6,000 (for 2022) 

6. Church Street, 4 units need replacing, (2 are out of service now). Cost $80,000?  

Should be considered as a part of the PPP relocation from Hillcrest. 

7. DSS system.  $80,000.  With cuts in State funding should push this cost to the 

State.   

 

Flooring: 

1. Sheriff Office carpet first floor.  Cost $10,000?  Should consider long term plans 

to replace the SO (LEC) (FY22). 

2. DSS?  $176,000.  With cuts in State funding should push this cost to the State?   

3. Library: Cost $80,000 (half funded FY19).  Need to fix slab water problem first.  

Request second half of funding in FY20. 

4. Hillcrest Halls and Office:  $85,000 

5. Hillcrest Courtrooms: $40,000 

 

Roofs: 

1. Hillcrest: Cost $600,000.  (to be done in parallel with the HVAC systems 

replacement-$3,000,000 total?).  Will be funded from leftover funds from the 

Administration wing construction ($250,000).  Balance will be funded with GF 

FB UD in the short term while we quantify the need for a future GO bond that 

may include other projects.  The GF FB UD will be reimbursed through this GO 

bond. 

2. Clemson Extension: $20,000 (for 2020) 

 

Equipment: 

 FY20 $18,000 Yard Tractor 

 FY22 $18,000 Yard Tractor 

 

Building Restrooms: 

1. Hillcrest:  

 FY20 $30,000 Visitor 

 FY21 $20,000 Judicial (water saving) 

 FY22 $20,000 Service (water saving) 

 

2. DSS system.  $20,000.  With cuts in State funding should push this cost to the 

State.   

3. Health Dept. $20,000 

4. Library $50,000 (5) 

5. Sheriff Office $50,000?  Should consider long term plans to replace the SO (LEC) 

before we invest in replacing these. 



6. S Harper Street EM Svcs. $40,000? Should consider long term plans to replace 

this facility before we invest in replacing these. 

 

 

Energy Efficiency Improvements: 

Energy Efficiency measures require an upfront investment with a payback through utility 

cost reductions in the future.  The projects listed below were developed from a proposed 

performance contract model that was rejected by County Council in 2017.   

 

The energy efficiency measures should still be funded however.  The prices listed below 

are contracted prices so these are most likely more costly than options where we install 

these upgrades ourselves and subcontract components ourselves.  Even with these high 

capital costs the ROI (payback) is a short term.   

 

An alternative program has not been developed by the Public Works Department yet.  It 

is recommended we phase in energy efficiency and utility reduction measures in the least 

cost way possible but that we do not hesitate to proceed forward now with these 

investments.  The quicker we install these efficiency measures the quicker we will realize 

savings to the tax payers.   See the fixed assets plan in the appendix for more information. 

 

 

1. Project #1: LED Upgrades (prices from Trane Energy Efficiency Study 2017) 

 Contracted Cost: $756,121 

 Option: Hire staff to do this work ourselves 

 Energy Savings annually: $97,749 

 O&M Reduction Est: $5,000 

 Payback: 7.3 Years 

 

2. Project #2: Water Conservation Measures (Trane Energy Efficiency Study 2017) 

 Contracted Cost: $282,286 

 Utility Savings annually: $30,862 

 O&M Reduction Est: $1,312 

 Payback: 8.77 Years 

 

3. Project #3: Building Automation Upgrades (Trane Energy Efficiency Study 2017) 

 Contracted Cost: $188,148 

 Utility Savings annually: $26,772 

 Payback: 7 Years 

 

 

 

Roads: 

Part 2: is the recommended large fixed asset (building needs) for the next 5 years: 

Current Year FY19: Nothing was funded  

   

Year 1 (FY20): $200,000 (Equipment Storage Shed) 



Year 2 (FY21): $100,000 

Year 3 (FY22): $15,000 

Year 4 (FY23): $25,000 

Year 5 (FY24): $25,000 

 

 

Part 3: is the road assets component (road pavements and bridges/pipes).  We are 

currently working on developing an inventory and strategic plan for this part. For many 

years our audits have listed a County road inventory of 811 miles.  Recent work with our 

GIS system identified half that amount of miles of County road.  At this point we do not 

know our exact inventory.   

 

Of more immediate concern than road pavement is the condition of our bridges and large 

pipes. The backlog of maintenance needs for our road assets could run into the 

$10,000,000-$20,000,000 range.  If we do not address these needs our inventory may 

continue to degrade which will result in increased costs to deal with at some point in the 

future.  This is addressed in more detail in the longer range needs section below however 

there will be components of the long range plan that will be addressed in the short and 

medium term time period. See the fixed assets plan in the appendix for more information. 

 

 

Historic Courthouse: 

The most important building in Laurens County is our Historic Courthouse.  This 

building was apparently “updated” in the 1970’s but is in need of work now.  We have 

water damage on the inside and the exterior of the building.   The roof was more recently 

replaced so it is probably in fine condition.  See the fixed assets plan in the appendix for 

more information. 

 

With the sensitivity and importance of this building Council approved the hiring of an 

Architect that has experience in restoration of historic courthouses.  The goal is to have 

an understanding of the amount of work required to stabilize this structure as well as 

other future costs to remodel this facility.  This report is expected shortly. 

 

The plan is to create a phased approach that we can utilize over time as we identify the 

funding sources so that we can eventually restore this facility.  For now our top goal is to 

find out the costs and measures needed to stabilize this building so that we do not have 

further damage and potentially permanent damage to this important historical structure.  

Once the study is complete by the architectural firm we will be able to provide a long 

term plan for this building.    

 

Funding Source:  Architect now-FY18 Contingency Funds, long term plan TBD 

 

 

 

 

 



Hillcrest Courthouse: 

The roof on the Hillcrest Courthouse facility has been leaking for some time now.  The 

HVAC systems are overdue for replacement also.  These projects are underway now.   

We are still quantifying the cost for phase 2 of the HVAC.   

 

Funding source: Hillcrest bond remaining funds $250,000, other funds, balance to be paid 

from reserves temporarily with replacement by future potential bond restructure. See the 

fixed assets plan in the appendix for more information.    

 

 

Solid Waste: 

Our Solid Waste operation was commingled into our General Fund since the inception in 

the 1990’s.  This fund had been self-supporting and had generated a surplus during this 

time period.  As of the end of FY16 (last audit) this fund was estimated to have a fund 

balance of $1,122,215.  Increases in the cost for animal control, old landfill maintenance, 

capital, and overall cost increases resulted in deficit spending in 2018 which was 

budgeted to be absorbed by excess FB in the 210 fund.   

 

In FY18 County Council created an enterprise fund to segregate out the Solid Waste 

Fund from the General Fund.  When this action was taken only $250,000 of the fund 

balance was transferred from the GF to the 210 fund.    The budgeted deficit for 2018 

drew that FB down to a projected $70,000.   

 

In FY19 the Administration demonstrated that an increase from $60 to $72 in the Solid 

Waste Fee was needed to generate sufficient revenue to cover the expenses. This was the 

first fee increase in 12 years.  Council chose to only put in place a $5 fee increase for 

FY19.  This action is currently projected to wipe out any FB and to create the first 

negative FB in the 210 fund. 

 

The Solid Waste fund also manages the old landfill.  This old landfill has groundwater 

impacts, methane impacts, and a cap on the trash that must be maintained.  See the fixed 

assets plan in the appendix for more information.  In 2018 we received notice that DHEC 

requirements are that we ensure a $1,033,715 as financial assurance will that be a reserve 

on our fund balance.  This is not in place. 

 

 

Cap:  The landfill was capped when it was closed in the 1990’s to prevent water from 

infiltrating the trash below. When water enters the trash it can take contaminants from the 

trash into the groundwater.  That groundwater can resurface as a stream nearby or can 

enter wells nearby thereby potentially endangering humans.   

 

The groundwater is regularly monitored (tested) by the County and reported to SC 

DHEC.  At times DHEC requires additional testing, additional wells to be placed, and 

may require us to put a treatment system in place in the future. 

 



One of the most important measures we can take to minimize groundwater impacts is to 

maintain the cap that was placed on the old landfill.  This cap consists of a compacted 

clay/soil “roof” over the landfill that sheds water away from the top of the landfill 

thereby preventing the rain water from entering the trash below.  Over time the trash 

degrades and subsides creating depressions in the cap that collect rain water rather than 

shed the water as originally designed.  We must maintain the cap to prevent more costly 

groundwater impacts in the future.  Subsidence of the cap should minimize 30 years after 

the cap is in place (2025 era) and is expected to be of less concern after that time period 

but we should include cap maintenance in our 10 year plan.  

 

The Solid Waste Director is requesting we spend $200,000 now to move the current 

recycling facility from the top of the cap to outside of the cap.  This recycling facility is 

currently collecting water and that water is entering the trash below due to the subsiding 

of the trash resulting in subsiding of the concrete on top.   

 

Recommended funding source: TBD.  Long term plan should be to generate a sufficient 

reserve to plan for future groundwater and/or methane impacts ($500,000) in addition to a 

25% UD reserve for O&M. 

 

Short/Medium Term Needs: TBD 

 

 

Methane:  As the trash in the old landfill degrades it produces methane which can be 

flammable or explosive.  That methane must remain on our property.  The migration of 

the methane is monitored by the County (tested) on a regular basis to ensure the safety of 

the surrounding properties.   

 

These methane reports are regularly submitted to DHEC who may require additional 

testing, additional wells, and potentially a treatment system.  A treatment system would 

be a very costly investment.  At this point the long term needs (requirements) are 

unknown but we must be prepared to be required to do any DHEC mandated investments 

in the future.   

 

A long term plan has been requested of our landfill consultants so we can potentially 

prepare for any future needs however quantifying these needs is a very difficult task due 

to the unknowns.  Methane production should minimize 30 years after the cap is in place 

(2025 era) and is expected to be of less concern after that time period but we should 

include methane capital investments in our 10 year plan with at least setting aside a 

reserve.  

 

Recommended funding source: TBD.  Long term plan should be to generate a sufficient 

reserve to plan for future groundwater and/or methane impacts ($500,000). 

 

Short/Medium Term Needs: TBD 

 

 



Groundwater:  Many decades ago we disposed of hazardous materials in unlined landfills 

such as ours.  Over time these hazardous materials can enter the groundwater below.  See 

the cap discussion above as a related part of the groundwater impacts.  Groundwater 

impacts must remain on our property.  The migration of the groundwater impacts is 

monitored by the County (tested) on a regular basis to ensure the safety of the 

surrounding properties and ensure no contamination is entering surface water such as 

nearby creeks.   

 

These groundwater reports are regularly submitted to DHEC who may require additional 

testing, additional wells, and potentially a treatment system.  A treatment system would 

be a very costly investment.  At this point the long term needs (requirements) are 

unknown but we must be prepared to be required to do any DHEC mandated investments 

in the future.   

 

A long term plan has been requested of our landfill consultants so we can potentially 

prepare for any future needs however quantifying these needs is a very difficult task due 

to the unknowns.  Groundwater impacts may be a long term issue for the County to deal 

with so we should add groundwater impact investments in our 10 year plan with at least 

setting aside a reserve. 

 

Recommended funding source: TBD.  Long term plan should be to generate a sufficient 

reserve to plan for future groundwater and/or methane impacts ($500,000). 

 

Short/Medium Term Needs: TBD 

 

 

Solid Waste O&M: 

For decades our solid waste management has consisted of a privately run transfer station.  

The Cities of Clinton and Laurens use this transfer station to dispose of their residential 

waste free of charge (County pays the tipping fee).  The County also uses this transfer 

station.  Residences in Laurens County also use this transfer station free of charge 

(County pays the tipping fee).  In late 2018 the County received notice that the private 

company was closing the transfer station effective 1.1.19. 

 

The short term plan is for the County to take over operation of this transfer station.  

Currently we are negotiating a contract for this process.  This will involve additional 

expense in the 210 fund to purchase an estimated $250,000 in trucks and trailers.  The 

cost for disposal at the transfer station will decrease under this arrangement. In addition 

with the County maintaining this transfer station we anticipate less subsidy for residential 

and nonresidential wastes that currently are being subsidized by the County but do not 

meet the requirements to be eligible for that subsidy.  

 

We expect to take over the transfer station in first quarter of 2019.  We expect to have a 

better understanding of the new costs for solid waste disposal under this current 

arrangement by the start of 3
rd

 quarter of 2019 where we can adequately plan more longer 

term and adequately advise Council on the necessary solid waste fee. 



 

A longer term solution for the County solid waste disposal is currently being evaluated.  

 

 

Airport: 

See Airport CIP.  Grant matches funded through GF. See the fixed assets plan in the 

appendix for more information. 

 

 

PRTM: 

Quality of life is an important aspect of a vibrant community.  Assets such as parks and 

recreation can greatly enhance the quality of life in a community and have a positive 

impact on economic development.   Our PRTM department saves the County a lot of 

money by doing many parks and recreation capital projects in house.  This is the listing 

of fixed assets projects.   

 

These projects are to enhance the quality of life for our citizens but to also promote a 

quality of life that will attract investment into Laurens County.  In addition these projects 

will also bring tourists into our community to use these assets and then spend money in 

our community at stores, restaurants, and accommodations.  Therefore some of the 

proposed sources of funding for these projects are the same sources these will enhance 

such as a future hospitality tax in the County where those that use the local 

accommodations pay a slight tax that will further enhance those attractions that will draw 

more “heads in beds” (increase traffic to our accommodations).   

 

In the private sector you have to spend money in order to make money.  These revenue 

sources are similar, where we need to spend money in order to create or enhance these 

revenues.  These revenues are then used to build our community and enhance the services 

and assets in our community.   

 

Sales taxes will also increase through tourist spending.  Sales taxes paid by non-property 

owners help to invest in our community as those revenues are used locally to offset 

property taxes and pay for investments in our community.   With more spending locally 

we can minimize the economic leakage of our citizen’s spending money in surrounding 

counties.  We must invest in our local community in assets such as parks to promote 

more local spending. See the fixed assets plan in the appendix for more information. 

 

 

Short and Medium Term Goals: 

Year 0 (FY19): $184,000 

 Swamp Rabbit Trail Hospital Section (funded in FY18 budget-carryover) 

 Ora Park; $64,000 

 Exit 60 I-26 Landscaping $25,000 

 Exit 19 I-385 Landscaping $35,000 

Year 1 (FY20): $120,000 Ballfield Lighting 

Year 2 (FY21): $385,000 



 Enoree River Boat Launch #1 $35,000 

 Swamp Rabbit Trail Phase 2 $350,000  

Year 3 (FY22): $80,000 

 Enoree River Boat Launch #2 $35,000 

 Tumblin Shoals Park Playground and Shelter $45,000 

Year 4 (FY23): $108,000 

 3 Picnic Shelters County Park $28,000 

 Joana Walking and Fitness Trail $15,000 

 Restrooms County Park $65,000 

Year 5 (FY24): $140,000 All accessible playground at County Park 

 

Recommended funding source: FILOT Special Projects Fund, Future Capital Projects 

Sales Tax, Future County Hospitality Tax, grants. 

 

 

Library: 

There are smaller capital items (copiers, computers), that may be funded in the O&M 

budget.  Replacing the floor coverings of the Laurens Library was partially funded (50%)  

in FY19 with the expectation that the remaining funding will be done in FY20.  We will 

be fixing a water intrusion problem now before we replace the floor.  

 

Short and Medium Term Goals: 

Year 1 (FY20): $40,000 

 Floor Covering final funding Laurens Library 

Year 4 (FY23): $150,000 

 Replace HVAC Laurens Library $75,000 

 Replace Lighting Laurens Library $75,000 

Year 5 (FY24): $250,000  

 Remodel of Laurens Library  

 

Recommended funding source: Annual capital millage, Future Capital Projects Sales Tax. 

 

Sheriffs Office: 

See strategic plan in the appendix.  

 

Short and Medium Term Goals: 

Year 1 (FY20): $1,293,000 

 Renovate and Repair the LEC and Evidence ($200,000) 

 Vehicles ($380,000) see non fixed assets above 

 Computers ($38,000)  

 Training Facility ($60,000) 

 Records Management System ($350,000) 

 LEC security ($60,000) 

 Det Ctr Camera ($150,000) 

 Cellphone Software ($15,000) 



Year 3-5 (FY22-24): $6,900,000 

 New LEC ($6,000,000) 

 New Evidence ($100,000) 

 Expand Det Ctr ($750,000) 

 Renovate Det Ctr Kitchen ($50,000) 

 

 

 

 

LONG TERM CAPITAL NEEDS (beyond 5 years): 
 

Roads: 

 

Part 3: is the road assets component (road pavements and bridges/pipes).  Roads 

infrastructure must be maintained/replaced on a regular basis or the costs will escalate 

and the conditions of the infrastructure will deteriorate.   The investments needed in these 

assets will overlap the short/medium term and the long term plans. 

 

Paved roads have a set design life and must be resurfaced over time to keep the costs 

from escalating.  Once a paved road starts to crack the cost to fix that road can escalate 

quickly.  Ideally we will repave a road when the costs per mile are less rather than 

waiting until the road declines to a point where the cost per mile is much more than if we 

had resurfaced that road sooner. 

 

We also have many bridges and pipe structures that are in various stages of decline.   

 

The long term plan will quantify our road assets and produce a proposed strategic plan to 

address these needs long term.   

 

See the fixed assets plan in the appendix for more information. 

 

 

EMS: 

See the attached EMS fix asset plan.  These projects have been identified for long term 

planning purposes (outside of the 5 year short/medium term cycle). 

 

Priority #5. Relocate  Medic #5 to Trinity Ridge Fire Department  

(Total Estimated Cost - $10,000) 

 

Priority #6. Construct new Medic #6 complex and relocate Squad #1 to same location 

(Total Estimated Cost - $600,000) 

 

Priority #7. Relocate Squad #3 to Thompson Road 

(Total Estimated Cost - $150,000) 

 

 



FIRE: 

A $3,200,000 long term (10 year) lease/purchase (L/P) was put in action in 2010 for the 

multimillion dollar fire equipment. This long term plan (beyond 5 years) is now 

overlapping into our short/medium term plan (now to 5 years) due to the timing of the 

current L/P.   

 

See the short/medium term plan above for more information on the overlap and proposed 

plan of action.  This plan will reduce our $5,500,000 in rolling stock fire equipment in the 

long range planning period from 2020 to 2030 to a dollar value that ideally can be funded 

with NO TAX INCREASE during the long range planning period. This required action in 

CIP V1we took in the short/medium term. 

 

We will purchase pre-owned equipment where possible and intend to begin purchasing 

preowned equipment now.  In 2020 we will enter into a new L/P using the existing tax 

millage we have in place to fund the long term plan.   

 

Recommended funding source: Fire SPTD millage.  Full implementation in 2020 with a 

10 year L/P (first payment 2021). See long range plan attached. 

 

 

Solid Waste: 

See fixed asset short/medium term plans discussed above.  A reserve should be set up in 

the 210 fund to cover long term liabilities ($500,000). 

 

 

E911: 

Long Term Building Needs: 

The construction of a new 911 and Emergency Operations Center has been identified as 

part of the long term plan.  The current location of the 911 Center and Emergency 

Operations Center is in a flood zone.  The building has had some flooding issues in the 

mechanical room. The building has some age and will require some extensive renovation 

to the exterior and interior of the building to repair the flooding issues.  

 

A portion of a study conducted by Clemson University is attached in the appendix. 

      

The proposed long term solution is to add 10,000 square feet onto the new EMS Building 

plan.  Cost estimates would be approx. $ 175+ per square foot for a hardened facility 

Estimate total cost for construction including technology and furniture for the 911 Center 

and Emergency Operations Center would be $ 2,500,000.  

      

 

Sheriff: 

The construction of a new Law Enforcement Center (LEC) has been identified as part of 

the long term plan.  See the fixed asset plan in the appendix for details. 

 

 



Historic Courthouse: 

The short term stabilization of the Historic Courthouse is currently being quantified 

(summary of a detailed report is included in the appendix).  Longer term the Courthouse 

will need more extensive and more expensive work.  See the fixed asset plan in the 

appendix for details.  This very important structure is in dire shape.  With the extent (and 

cost) of the work needed, the work is being divided into three phases.  Sub phases within 

these individual phases may be needed. 

 

1. Stabilize and Maintain-This phase will keep the degradation from worsening. 

2. Renovate and Improve- This phase will bring new life into the structure. 

3. Restore and Preserve-  This phase will restore this important structure back to its 

historic grandeur.    

 

 

Library: 

Longer term projects identified are listed here, see the fixed assets plan in the appendix 

for more information. 

 

1. New library at Clinton: $4,150,000 plus $450,000 for furnishings, $580,000 for 

new library construction engineering and design. 

2. Remodel of Laurens Library- $250,000 (2024) (see short-med term priorities also) 

3. Reroof Laurens Library- $100,000 (2030) 

4. Replace Bookmobile- $250,000 (2032) 

5. Grey Court/Hickory Tavern Library and furnishings- $10,000,000 (2032) 

 

Potential funding source:  CPST- Capital sales tax referendum(s).  

 

Sewer: 

The Laurens County Water and Sewer Commission (LCWSC) receives some financial 

support from the County Council for sewer projects.  Through this financial support the 

Council supports the LCWSC’s efforts to extend sewer collection and/or treatment 

services for residential, commercial and industrial development in Laurens County.  This 

support includes providing financial resources through grants such as CDBG or RIA 

grants, special tax districts, or millage rate increase to fund approved capital sewer 

projects.   

 

Future plans for Council supported sewer projects are to be developed when appropriate.  

Land use specifications would benefit sewer planning efforts to identify those areas of the 

County that support sewer infrastructure and make it a viable option.  Planning efforts 

that include higher density housing, one third acre or less, are paramount in development 

of centralized waste handling facilities. Areas along the norther part of Laurens County 

(north of Highway 101) and along Lake Greenwood are the most likely areas that would 

benefit from that type of effort. 

 

 

 



FUNDING OPTIONS: 
The purpose of this long range plan is to identify all capital needs and potential capital 

needs for the foreseeable future so we can plan ahead.  Funding these needs is always 

going to be limiting factor but should not prevent us from identify these needs and 

planning for these needs.  Through planning we can start the process of prioritizing all the 

proposed capital needs and then begin the process of fulfilling these needs where we have 

the funding mechanisms available.   

 

This section of the plan identifies potential sources of revenues.   There are more options 

available and the ideas listed below are only a starting point to begin the process of 

finding the funds to meet our capital needs.  The process to obtain these revenue sources 

is difficult for some of the potential funding options, and is also controversial however 

we should not let the hurdles stop us from planning. 

 

 

Option #1: Existing Capital Millage, Increased Capital Millage, & L/P:  
Currently we have 6.1 mills of taxes for capital which generates $1,130,000 annually.  In 

the past we have had to fund capital through lease purchases (L/P) arrangements.  This 

costs the County extra money in borrowing costs.  Through advance planning we may be 

able to have less L/P to fund our capital.    No L/P is built into this option.   

 

Option #1 below is a potential funding option for some of the capital.  For FY20 there is 

one final payment on a 3 year L/P ($354,000).  The balance can fund Roads ($280,000), 

PRTM ($25,000), a portion of the Sheriff’s requests ($250,000), and an additional 

$130,000 for other requests (Library carpeting phase 2 will be $40,000).  All of this can 

be funded with no tax increase.  

 

This model can be repeated for the entire 5 year planning period.  Over that 5 year 

planning this plan anticipates $1,800,000 in funding available for additional capital such 

as the Library carpet etc.  This five year plan assumes that some E911 requests will be 

partially funded by the 80% reimbursement. 

 

It is important to note this plan does NOT include Fire, Solid Waste, or EMS.  Fire is 

funded through a SPTD and addressed in another section of this financial plan.  Solid 

Waste is no longer a component of the General Fund and is supposed to an Enterprise 

Fund (EF) where the operation runs like a business.  Solid waste is addressed elsewhere 

in this financial plan and is assumed to have capital funded through the fees generated in 

fund 210.  See the pie chart below labeled Option 1 expense breakdown.  

 



roads
24%

PRTM
3%

Misc
43%

sheriff
30%

Option #1 Expense Breakdown

 
 

 

 

 

 

Option #2: New EMS Capital Millage:  
EMS has been separated as an SRF.  Option #1 does not include capital for EMS.  EMS 

needs about $3,900,000 in non fixed assets over the next 8 years.  That is an average 3 

mills of taxes per year ($490,000).   The chart below shows the millage needed over the 

next 8 years.  This millage should come from the EMS fund 128 SRF.  It is recommended 

that the millage be kept stable rather than spiking.  Act 388 should allow Council to 

increase millage for EMS capital.   

 

The need for EMS capital was identified in the first long range capital plan (V1.0) and 

that plan introduced the recommendation that millage be set up solely for EMS as EMS is 

treated as a special fund with a dedicated millage.   EMS capital has been neglected in the 

past and we have an extensive backlog of EMS capital to make up for.   

 

 
 



Option #3: Solid Waste Fees Cover Capital:  
Solid Waste was labeled as an enterprise fund (EF) where the revenues received (NO 

TAXES) were supposed to be paying for this service.   This fund was not established as 

an EF and was actually a component the GF.  Council fixed this in FY18 where fund 210 

(Solid Waste and Animal Control) is now an enterprise fund. 

 

All capital should be built into the revenues received for fund 210 and is advised to no 

longer be funded by taxes.  Option #1 does not include capital for fund 210.  The amount 

of capital funding needed for fund 210 and the source of those funds (primarily the 

residential household fee) is not yet established due to the changes anticipated in our 

solid waste management starting in 2019.   

 

We are currently evaluating our solid waste system and expect to have better financial 

figures by the end of second quarter of 2019.  We are also preparing a long range 

financial plan that will incorporate the revenues needed to cover the O&M as well as the 

capital needs of fund 210 without the use of any property taxes.  

 

 

Option #4: Fire SPTD Capital:  
As described in much more detail above, the bulk of our Fire Department non-fixed 

assets were captured in a 10 year bond cycle in 2010 which can be considered a 

component of the long term strategic planning and not the short/medium term.  However, 

the next long term planning cycle will overlap our short/medium term strategic plan with 

the current expiration of the long term strategic plan.   

 

The first long range CIP recommended purchasing preowned equipment to reduce our 

long term capital needs with a goal of reducing the 10 year long term strategic needs to a 

bond that will be similar to the current bond millage.  The goal is to not have to increase 

taxes.   

 

Fire SPTD is in 2 funds, fund 123 which should be only the O&M, and fund 134 which is 

only capital.  Both these funds have healthy fund balances now.  A long range financial 

model has been created to attempt to model a renewed 10 year L/P starting in FY20 or 

FY21.  This model assumes that we will be able to reduce the 10 year L/P so that the 

payments will be able to be paid with the existing millage (no tax increase) as described 

in the previous section above.    

 

The model anticipates that we will pay a portion of the L/P plus some other one time 

capital needs (Joanna ladder truck) from fund 123 UD FB.  Based on this assumption 

fund 123 UD FB will draw down to below the 25% minimum by FY22 at which time 

$250,000 in L/P payments will shift to fund 134.   

 

These financial models do not include potentially increased paid fire service for stations 

that are having problems with volunteer staffing.  This must be quantified in the near 

future so that we can plug the increased costs for O&M into the financial models and 

prevent a spike in the O&M millage. 



 

Fund 134 will pay for a portion of the L/P payments up until FY22 at which time all of 

the L/P payments are projected to come from fund 134.  This should carry us through the 

current planning period (5 year, FY24).  In FY25 we anticipate having to fund 3 

additional vehicles that are not included in the 10 year L/P which will require an 

additional $1,000,000.   

 

At this point we DO NOT anticipate a tax increase needed now or in the next few years 

based on this plan.  If revenues continue to remain positive we may not need a tax 

increase in FY24 or 25.  Again these models DO NOT include the potential increased 

O&M needed for increasing paid fire fighter services in areas that have problems with 

volunteer staffing.  This increased O&M to cover more paid firefighter is currently under 

evaluation.  

 

 

Option #5: E911 L/P, Grants, & Special Fee Increase:  
Laurens County has invested heavily in much needed E911 upgrades investing an 

estimated $1,862,000 in just 3 years.  Of this amount $1,362,000 (73%) was recouped 

through E911 fee reimbursement grants.  These grants may or may not be available 

during the next replacement cycle.   

 

Currently there is an L/P for the radios system upgrade.  This is funded through the GF 

O&M department 524.  This L/P is $99,000 per year through FY23.    

 

The update to our 800 Mhz radio system is the most costly item.  Currently this item is 

priced at $1,900,000.  In 2018 a proposed fee to fund this was rejected by County 

Council. 

 

 

OPTION #6: Solid Waste Enterprise Fund Capital:  
Our Solid Waste operation had been commingled into our General Fund since the 

inception in the 1990’s.  This fund had been self-supporting and had actually generated a 

surplus during this time period.  As of the end of FY17 (last audit) this fund had a fund 

balance of $977,436. 

 

In FY18 County Council created an enterprise fund to segregate out the Solid Waste 

Fund from the General Fund.  When this action was taken only $250,000 of the fund 

balance was transferred from the GF to the 210 fund.  FY18 is estimated to have run a 

planned deficit (because the FB was healthy before the transfer) of $178,797 essentially 

wiping out the fund balance. 

 

This fund also supports the animal control services although animal control only 

generates about $65,000 in revenue with $285,000 in expenses ($220,000 deficit).  A $60 

household fee was shown in FY19 to not be sufficient to cover the costs of the solid 

waste and animal control services.  The recommended 20% increase (first increase in 12 

years) was reduced by Council to $65 in FY19.  The net result is that the fees and 



revenues generated for the SW EF 210 DO NOT cover the costs of this service.  An EF 

should generate enough revenue to cover the costs of the services. 

 

The Solid Waste fund also manages the old landfill.  This old landfill has groundwater 

impacts, methane impacts, and a cap on the trash that must be maintained (see detailed 

explanation in previous sections of this plan).  

 

It is recommended that we set aside a reserve for the landfill.  DHEC has required a 

minimum reserve as stated in a previous section and that reserve does not exist.  For now 

we should consider setting a goal of building a $500,000 reserve for the long term landfill 

liabilities over several years.  An additional 25% O&M reserve should be set aside 

($600,000).  Combined in excess of $1,000,000 should be built up in designated reserves 

over time.  This combined reserve will be close to meeting the DHEC minimum reserve 

requirements.  However we are starting from zero or negative FB.  The first step is to 

have sufficient revenues to cover costs plus some set aside to build reserves. 

 

We need to fund replacement of the existing aged capital in the existing SW operations.  

In addition, the method of disposal is being changed with the closure of the private sector 

transfer station.  A long term strategic operations and capital for solid waste is currently 

being developed.  The net goal should be to have sufficient revenues to cover the O&M, 

capital, and a set aside to build up a reserve without utilizing property tax revenues.  

 

 

OPTION #7: Refinance Existing Bonded Debt (new bond debt):  
There are some very large fixed asset capital needs that need to be funded.  These are 

long life items that will have to be prioritized by Council.  Some of these items have 

already been identified by Council as top priorities.   

 

The purpose of this long range strategic capital plan is to identify any and all long term 

capital needs.  Many of these capital needs are outside the short term planning period 

(next 5 years) but should be considered as we evaluate long term needs.  For example is it 

logical for us to invest $500,000 to redo the HVAC at the LEC/SO (Law Enforcement 

Center/Sheriff Office) in the short term planning period if we plan to build a new LEC in 

the longer term solution?  If not then we would simply plan on patching the existing 

HVAC system at the LEC with the long term plan to invest that money in a new LEC in 

the future.  

 

In addition we will take actions now in the short term to address components of the long 

term solutions for these high cost capital needs. For example the evidence and records 

storage facility at the old Jail in Laurens needs to be replaced now.  By investing now in a 

phased approach to fix this short term need with our focus also on the long term solution 

we will be investing now to fix the short term need while simultaneously building for the 

long term solutions and not wasting tax payer money today on facilities that will be 

abandoned in the near future. 

 



The cost for the long term solutions is huge.  Ignoring these needs is not a solution to 

these needs.  Ignoring these needs also does not allow us to plan ahead to be strategic in 

our long term investments.  It is not feasible that we will be able to address all the capital 

needs in the short/medium term planning period (5 year) but it is recommended that we 

plan ahead and implement logical lower cost phased solutions to these long term needs. 

 

For this financial option, we currently have a bonded debt millage in place of 

approximately 6.5 mills.  As an example a model has been run and is included in this plan 

(see appendix for details).  However with new changes in Federal tax laws the ability to 

restructure existing debt to stretch out that debt and free up new cash without an increase 

in taxes is now limited.  This option needs to be analyzed further as we discuss bonded 

debt in 2019.   

 

 

OPTION #8: Existing Operational millage (restricted by Act388) 

 

E911 L/P:  Currently there is an L/P for the 911 radio system upgrade.  This is funded 

through the GF O&M department 524.  This L/P is $99,000 per year through FY23.    

 

Airport Grant Match:  The County has traditionally placed $25,000 in the O&M fund 

of department 513 to match the 95% grant funding we receive from the State and Federal 

Government.  It is assumed this funding source will remain in place for this strategic 

plan. 

 

Smaller Capital: Smaller capital like computers, computer servers, copiers etc… are 

assumed to be funded from the O&M millage.   

 

 

OPTION #9: New Efficiencies Gained:  
The energy and utility efficiencies proposed as part of the Trane Performance Contract 

model are recommended to be funded through departmental O&M.  This will require an 

upfront investment (increase in O&M) but will be paid back through reduced O&M costs 

once these measures are implemented.  A plan of action is not yet developed by Public 

Works for this long range strategic plan. See the Trane energy efficiency study in the 

appendix of this report.  

 

 

OPTION #10: Capital Sales Tax:  
Counties in South Carolina have the option to put a referendum out for the taxpayers to 

consider raising one percent sales taxes for capital needs.  The public may support a 

Capital Sales Tax (CPST) for items that benefit the community such as new parks, 

libraries, and other projects the public wants to build.  In the first quarter of 2019 several 

community groups will be presenting various projects to County Council for 

consideration in a CPST. 

 



Council must allow the process to move forward.  Once that happens a committee is 

formed made up of 3 County representative and 3 municipality representatives.  The 

projects are then determined by that committee and a referendum would go to the voters 

in November of 2011.  An estimated $44,000,000 could be generated over 8 years.  This 

tax would also be paid for from nonresidents and non-property owners.   

 

The types of projects included are most likely not projects that we have to build like jails, 

EMS, E911 etc. but rather projects that the public wants us to build.  Capital sales taxes 

must be approved by the voters so the committee should carefully consider the items that 

can be funded from this source.  Assets we use for internal use such as trucks, equipment, 

etc… while needed may not get supported during a referendum.  Assets such as libraries 

and parks are items that could find support through a referendum. 

 

If the public choses to enact this tax then that is the choice of the citizens.  If they chose 

not to then we don’t build the projects.  Capital sales tax referendums are allowed in 

November of even years with the next potential vote in November of 2020. See appendix 

for more information. 

 

 

OPTION #11: FILOT Special Projects Fund:  
FILOT Special Projects Fund: In FY18 a new revenue sources had been created through a 

reduction in the capital fund by the LCDC (Laurens County Development Corporation).  

This fund was established to allow the County Council to invest in programs that will 

support economic development.  The following projects are recommended for 

consideration for this funding source for now:   

 

1. I-385 Corridor Study:  Laurens County has been part of GPATs (Greenville, Pickens, 

Anderson Transportation Study) since the 2000 census but has received no funding from 

this organization.  GPATs is the designated recipient of all state and federal funds for 

transportation projects that amount to over $18,000,000 each year. In addition other 

funding flows through the Legislative Delegation Transportation Committee funded 

through gas taxes (there will be roughly $600,000,000 per year raised through the SC gas 

taxes). 

 

This study is required if Laurens County wants to participate in these funding sources.  

Laurens County must plan to improve this critical high growth corridor in Laurens 

County.  This study begins that process.  The overall funding and implementation can 

begin once the process is complete but will most likely be a multi-decade program.  Had 

we begun a decade ago we would already have started on this long journey.  It is highly 

recommended we start now with this small investment. See the detailed report in the 

appendix. 

 

2. I-385 Exit 19 and I-26 Exit 60 Landscape and Signage:   

Thirty thousand (30,000) vehicles PER DAY flow into Laurens County.  Many travel all 

the way through the County without ever knowing Laurens County exists.  Exit 19 is our 



Gateway into the County from the high growth area of I-385 heading down the Golden 

Strip.  Exit 60 the first exit in the Upstate of South Carolina on I-26. 

 

First impressions are a lasting impression and if we want to encourage growth and 

development into our County we should consider focusing attention on our corridors into 

the county especially from high growth and traffic areas such as the interstates.  If we 

desire development and growth we need to consider how we present ourselves to people 

who are investigating where to call home and where to invest their money.   

 

These projects are to add landscaping and “Laurens County” signs on these two exits.  

Please see more detailed report in the appendix. 

 

3. Alternative River Fork Lake Greenwood Laurens County Park Project: 

Currently our residents have very limited choices on where to swim in Lake Greenwood 

Laurens County because there are very few public places for our residents to swim.   

Currently our residents crowd into a parking lot at a boat ramp on River Fork Road.  This 

park is a boat launching and fishing park and was not designed to accommodate 

swimming and is dangerous.  

 

Residents who do not own a boat should have a public place to swim on Lake Greenwood 

Laurens County.  This area they swim in now is dangerous with boats coming and going 

regularly and lots of traffic coming and going on land and water.  Our residents deserve a 

safe place to take their kids and family to swim and recreate on Lake Greenwood Laurens 

County.   

 

A larger Lake Greenwood Laurens County park is proposed also but in the formative 

phase right now.  This larger project would most likely be an eligible capital sales tax 

project. 

 

See more detailed information in the appendix on the River Fork Park. 

 

 

OPTION #12: New County Hospitality Tax (unincorporated) & existing ATAX:  
Currently there is no hospitality tax in the unincorporated sections of Laurens County.  

The municipalities receive several hundreds of thousands of dollars from this funding 

source.  This tax is charged to those visitors who use short term accommodations such as 

hotels.  The addition of this tax would be for any hotels that develop outside of the 

municipalities. Once adopted any area annexed by the municipalities would be subject to 

at 50/50 split of this revenue. 

 

This revenue is designed similar to ATAX revenue so that the visitors to our County 

provide revenues that we can use to promote more tourism and more visitors to Laurens 

County.  Tourists provide income for local businesses, provide a boost to the property tax 

base, pay sales taxes that are used to help pay for residents property taxes and for capital 

(if enacted).   

 



With such a beautiful County with many opportunities to promote tourism we need to 

provide the resources such as parks, boat landings, etc… as listed it the table below to 

promote more commerce in Laurens County. 

 

 

OPTIONS #10-12 New Hospitality Tax, FILOT SP Tax, ATAX, Cap Sales Tax, Grants

DEPT Estimate Fund Source Time

Swamp Rabbit section 1 Hospital area  $        60,000 Cap Mills 2019

Dog Park County Park  $          9,000 GRANTS 2018

Ora Park  $        64,000 TBD 2019

Exit 60 improvements  $        25,000 FILOT SPF 2019

exit 19 improvements  $        35,000 FILOT SPF 2019

Lake Park to replace swimming at River fork  $        39,000 FILOT SPF, CPST 2019

Maintenance Shop County Park  $        55,000 Cap Mills 2019

Replace field lighting county park  $     120,000 TBD 2020

Enoree Kayak Launch #1 and #2  $        35,000 GRANTS 2021

Swamp Rabbit Section 2 ridge to Hospital and Hospital to richloom  $     350,000 TBD 2021

Saluda River Kayak Launch  $        18,000 GRANTS 2021

Enoree Kayak Launch #3 and 4  $        35,000 GRANTS 2022

Watts Mill Interpretaive Park and recreation Area  $     143,000 TBD 2021

Tumblin Shoals Park Playground  $        30,000 TBD 2022

3 Picnic Shelters County Park  $        24,000 TBD 2023

Fitness Stations Joanna Walking Trail  $        15,000 TBD 2023

Restrooms County Park  $        59,000 TBD 2023

Playground County Park All accessible  $     140,000 TBD 2023  
 

 

 

OPTION #13: Existing Sewer Bond Millage:  
To be developed.  Currently the County has a set millage for bond payments to support 

the LCWSA.  Without sewer infrastructure in place we will limit our ability to have 

certain types of growth we may desire.  



Attachments: 

A. Roads 5 year non fixed assets plan 

B. SO vehicle replacement schedule non fixed assets 

C. EMS vehicle and equipment plan non fixed assets 

D. EMS fixed assets plan 

E. Fire Long Term Non Fixed Asset Plan 

F. 911 asset plan 

G. NOT USED 

H. PRTM fixed asset plan 

I. PRTM non fixed asset plan 

J. Airport CIP 

K. Library fixed asset plan 

L. SO Fixed Assets plan 

M. Buildings Assets plan 

N. Solid Waste Fixed Asset Plan 

O. Solid Waste Non-Fixed Asset Plan 

P. NOT USED 

Q. Roads Fixed Asset Plan 

R. Historic Courthouse Plan 

S. I-385 FILOT Project Fund Corridor Study  

T. I385 Exit 19 and 60 Landscaping and Signage Projects 

U. River Fork Lake Greenwood Laurens County Park Project 

V. Bond refinance example 

W. CPST Information 

 


